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Fine with me.  You might ask David for his impressions of her.To:	Anne Buttimer/ARRB, Jeremy 

Gunn/ARRBcc:	From:	Phil Golrick/ARRBDate:	11/08/95 07:48:49 AMSubject: 	Re: -No Subject-Would it 

make sense, given where we are with Quiroga and our impressions of this researcher, to ask her for copies of 

the FBI documents she's talking about?    To:	Phil Golrick/ARRBcc:	 From:	Anne Buttimer/ARRB   

Date:	11/07/95 03:24:36 PMSubject:	-No Subject-I don't plan to respond to Pease about this at this time but 

wanted you to know about this if it has a place in your FBI records work.To:	Anne_Buttimer @ JFK-ARRB.gov 

@ Internetcc:	 (bcc: Anne Buttimer/ARRB)From:	lpease @ netcom.com (Lisa Pease) @ Internet @ 

WORLDCOM   Date:	11/07/95 10:47:37 AM CSTSubject:	-No Subject-Hello - we talked on the phone once 

when you called for Jim DiEugenio. I was reading about the conference in an online magazine called FAIR PLAY 

and saw that you had recently talked to Carlos Quiroga. I ran across an interesting FBI document just a couple 

of days ago that said a Quiroga (FNU) was in Mexico when the border was closed just after the assassination. 

According to one report, Quiroga claimed to have known about the assassination before it happened. In a 

second report, that claim was said to be untrue but the FBI informant then added that Quiroga said they 

arrested a "spy" in Dallas - meaning LHO. Is Quiroga talking? How much was asked of him?Lisa Pease----------     

If we will not fight for the truth now - when our President hasbeen shot down in the streets and his murderers 

remain untouched byjustice - it is not likely that we will ever have another chance.                                        JIM 

GARRISONCheck out my web site at: 	ftp://ftp.netcom.com//pub/lp/lpease/realhist.htm  
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